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Abstract. Recently Yehuda Rav has given the concept of Semi-prime ideals in a 
general lattice by generalizing the notion of 0-distributive lattices. In this paper we 
have included several characterizations of  Semi-prime ideals. Here we give a 
simpler proof of a prime Separation theorem in a general lattice by using semi-prime 
ideals. We also studied different properties of minimal prime ideals containing a 
semi prime ideal in proving some interesting results. By defining a p-algebra L   
relative to a principal semi prime ideal J , we have proved that when L  is 1-
distributive, then L  is a relative S-algebra if and only if every prime ideal 
containing J  contains a unique minimal prime ideal containing J , which is also 
equivalent to the condition that for any Lyx ∈, , Jyx ∈∧  implies ∨+x 1=+y . 
Finally, we have proved that every relative S-algebra is a relative D- algebra if L  is 
1-distributive and modular with respect to J .  
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1. Introduction 
In generalizing the notion of pseudo complemented lattice, J. C. Varlet [7] 
introduced the notion of 0-distributive lattices. [1] has given several 
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characterizations of these lattices. On the other hand, [4] have studied them in meet 
semi lattices. A lattice L  with 0 is called a 0-distributive lattice if for all Lcba ∈,,  
with caba ∧==∧ 0  imply 0)( =∨∧ cba . Of course every distributive lattice 
with 0 is 0-distributive. 0-distributive lattice L  can be characterized by the fact that 
the set of all elements disjoint to La∈  forms an ideal. So every pseudo 
complemented lattice is 0-distributive. Similarly, a lattice L  with 1 is called a 1-
distributive lattice if for all Lc,b,a ∈ , caba ∨==∨ 1  imply 1=∧∨ )cb(a . 
 
 Y. Rav [5] has generalized this concept and gave the definition of semi prime ideals 
in a lattice. For a non-empty subset I  of L , I  is called a down set if for Ia∈  
and ax ≤  imply Ix∈ . Moreover I  is an ideal if Iba ∈∨  for all Ib,a ∈ . 
Similarly, F  is called a filter of L  if for Fba ∈, , Fba ∈∧  and for Fa∈  and 

ax ≥ imply Fx∈ . F is called a maximal filter if for any filter FM ⊇ implies 
either FM = or LM = . A proper ideal (down set) I is called a prime ideal (down 
set) if for Lba ∈, , Iba ∈∧ imply either IborIa ∈∈ . A prime ideal P  is 
called a minimal prime ideal if it does not contain any other prime ideal. Similarly, a 
proper filter Q  is called a prime filter if Qba ∈∨  ( Lba ∈, ) implies either 

Qa∈ or Qb∈ . It is very easy to check that F  is a filter of L  if and only if 
FL −  is a prime down set. Moreover, F  is a prime filter if and only if FL −  is a 

prime ideal.  
 
  An ideal I  of a lattice L  is called a semi prime ideal if for all ,,, Lzyx ∈  

Iyx ∈∧  and Izx ∈∧  imply Izyx ∈∨∧ )( . Thus, for a lattice L  with 0, L  is 
called   0-distributive if and only if ]0(  is a semi prime ideal. In a distributive lattice  
L , every ideal is a semi prime ideal. Moreover, every prime ideal is  semi prime. In 
a pentagonal lattice  { bacba <;1,,,,0 }, ]0(  is semi prime but not prime. Here 

](b  and ](c  are prime, but ](a  is not even semi prime. Again in  
=3M { }1;0;1,,,,0 =∨=∨=∨=∧=∧=∧ cbcabacacbbacba  

]0( , ](a , ](b , ](c  are not semi prime. 
 
 Following lemmas are due to [2]. 
 
Lemma 1.  Every filter disjoint from an ideal I  is contained in a maximal filter 
disjoint  from I .   
 
 Lemma  2. Let I  be an ideal of a lattice L . A filter M  disjoint from I  is a 
maximal filter disjoint from I  if and only if for all Ma∉ , there exists Mb∈  such 
that  Iba ∈∧  
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 Let L  be a lattice with 0 . For LA ⊆ , We define 

{ Aaallforax:LxA ∈=∧∈=⊥ 0 }. ⊥A  is always a down set of L ,but not 
necessarily an ideal. 
 
Following result is an improvement of [2, Theorem 6]. 
 
Theorem 3.  Let  L  be a 0-distributive lattice. Then for LA ⊆ , ⊥A   is a semi-
prime ideal. 
Proof: We have already mentioned that ⊥A  is a  down set of L . Let ⊥∈ Ayx, . 
Then ayax ∧==∧ 0  for all La∈ . Hence 0)( =∨∧ yxa  for all Aa∈ . This 
implies ⊥∈∨ Ayx  and so ⊥A  is an ideal. 
 
Now let ⊥∈∧ Ayx  and ⊥∈∧ Azx . Then azxayx ∧∧==∧∧ 0  for all 

Aa∈ . This implies  ( ) 0=∨∧∧ zyax  for all La∈  as L   is 0-distributive.  

Hence ⊥∈∨∧ Azyx )(  and so ⊥A  is a semi prime ideal.   ● 
 
Let LA ⊆  and J  be an ideal of L . We define 

}:{ AaallforJaxLxA J ∈∈∧∈=⊥ . This is clearly a down set containing J . 
In presence of distributivity, this is an ideal. JA⊥  is called an annihilator of A  
relative to J .  
 
Following Theorem due to [2] gives some nice characterizations of semi prime 
ideals.  
 
Theorem 4. Let L  be a lattice  and J   be an ideal of L . The following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) J  is semi prime. 
(ii)  }:{}{ JaxLxa J ∈∧∈=⊥  is a semi prime ideal containing J . 

(iii) }:{ AaallforJaxLxA J ∈∈∧∈=⊥  is a semi prime ideal containing  J . 
(iv) Every maximal filter disjoint from J  is prime.  ● 
 
Following prime Separation Theorem due to [5] was proved by using Glevinko 
congruence. But we have a simpler proof. 
 
Theorem 5. Let J  be an ideal of a lattice L . Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

(i) J is semi prime 
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(ii) For any proper filter F disjoint to J there is a prime filter Q  containing F 
such that   φ=∩ JQ . 

 
Proof. (i)=>(ii). Since φ=∩ JF , so by Lemma 1, there exists a maximal filter  

FQ ⊇  such that φ=∩ JQ . Then by Theorem 4, Q  is prime. 
(ii)=>(i). Let F   be a maximal filter disjoint to J . Then by (ii) there exists a prime 
filter            FQ ⊇  such that φ=∩ JQ . Since F  is maximal, so Q  F= .  This 
implies F  is  prime and so by theorem 4, J  must be semi prime. ● 
 
Now we give another characterization of semi-prime ideals with the help of Prime 
Separation Theorem using annihilator ideals. This is also an improvement of the 
result 
 [ 4, Theorem 8]. 
 
Theorem 6. Let J  be an ideal in a lattice L . J  is semi- prime if and only if for all 
filter F  disjoint to JA⊥ )( LA⊆ , there is a prime filter containing F disjoint 
to JA⊥ . 
Proof. Suppose J  is semi prime and F  is a filter with φ=∩ ⊥JAF . Then by 

Theorem 4, JA⊥  is a semi prime ideal. Now by Lemma 1,  we can  find a 
maximal filter Q  containing F  and disjoint to JA⊥ . Then by Theorem 4 (iv), Q  
is prime. 
Conversely, let JzxJyx ∈∧∈∧ , . If Jzyx ∉∨∧ )( , then { } Jxzy ⊥∉∨ . 
Thus ϕ=∩∨ ⊥ Jxzy }{)[ . So there exists a prime filter Q  containing )[ zy ∨  
and disjoint from Jx ⊥}{ . As Qzysoxzy J ∉∈ ⊥ ,,}{, . Thus Qzy ∉∨ , as Q  is 
prime. This implies, )[ zy∨  � Q  a contradiction. Hence Jzyx ∈∨∧ )( , and 
so J  is semi-prime. ● 

Let J  be any ideal of a lattice L  and P  be a prime ideal containing J . We 
define { }PLysomeforJyxLxPJ −∈∈∧∈= :)( . Since P  is a prime ideal, 
so PL −  is a prime filter. Clearly )(PJ  is a down set  containing J  and 

PPJ ⊆)( . 
 
Lemma 7. If  P is a prime ideal of a lattice L  containing  any semi prime ideal J , 
then )(PJ   is a semi prime ideal.  
 
Proof.  Let )(, PJba ∈ . Then Jva ∈∧  and Jsb ∈∧  for some PLsv −∈, . 
Thus Jsva ∈∧∧  and Jsvb ∈∧∧ . Since J  is semiprime, so 
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Jbasv ∈∨∧∧ )( and PLsv −∈∧  as it is a filter. Hence )(PJba ∈∨  and so 
)(PJ  is an ideal as it is a down set. 

Now suppose )(, PJzxyx ∈∧∧ . 
Then Jszx,vyx ∈∧∧∧∧  for some PLsv −∈, . Then by the semi primeness 
of J , Jsvzxyx ∈∧∧∧∨∧ )]()[( where PLsv −∈∧ . 
This implies )()()( PJzxyx ∈∧∨∧ , we have )(PJ  is semi prime. ● 
Lemma 8. Let J  be a semi prime ideal of a lattice L  and P  be a prime ideal 
containing J . If Q  is a minimal prime ideal  containing )(PJ  with PQ ⊆ , then 
for any PQy −∈ , there exists Qz∉ such that )(PJzy ∈∧ . 
 
Proof. If this is not true, then suppose for all Qz∉ ,  )(PJzy ∉∧ . 
Set )[)( yQLD ∨−= . We claim that φ=∩ DPJ )( . If not, let DPJt ∩∈ )( . 
Then )(PJt∈  and yat ∧≥  for some QLa −∈ .  
Now tya ≤∧  implies )(PJya ∈∧ , which is a contradiction to the assumption .  
Thus, φ=∩ DPJ )( .  
Then by Lemma 1, there exists a maximal filter DR ⊇  such that, φ=∩ )(PJR . 
Since )(PJ  is semiprime , so by  Theorem 4, R  is a prime filter. Therefore RL −  
is a mminimal prime ideal containing )(PJ . Moreover QRL ⊆− and 

QRL ≠− as Qy∈  but RLy −∉ . This contradicts the minimality of Q . 
Therefore there must exist Qz∉ such that )(PJzy ∈∧ . ● 
 

 Lemma 9. Let P be a prime ideal containing a semi prime ideal J . Then each 
minimal prime ideal containing )(PJ  is contained in P . 
 
Proof. Let Q  be a minimal prime ideal containing )(PJ . If Q � P , then choose 

PQy −∈ . Then by lemma 8, )(0 Pzy ∈∧  for some Qz∉ . Then Jxzy ∈∧∧  
for some  Px∉ . As P  is prime,  Pxy ∉∧ . This implies QPJz ⊆∈ )( , which 
is a contradiction. Hence Q ⊆ P .● 
 
Proposition 10.  If in a lattice L , P  is a prime ideal containing a semi prime ideal 
J , then the ideal )(PJ  is the intersection of all the minimal prime ideals containing 
J  but contained in P . 
 
Proof. Let Q  be a prime ideal containing J  such that Q ⊆ P . Suppose )(PJx∈  
.  
Then Jyx ∈∧ for some PLy −∈ . Since Py∉ , so Qy∉ . 
Then QJyx ⊆∈∧  implies Qx∈ . 
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Thus QPJ ⊆)( . Hence  )(PJ is contained in the intersection of all minimal prime 
ideals containing J but contained in P . Thus ,{)( QPJ ∩⊆  the prime ideals 
containing J but contained in }P ⊆ ,{Q∩  the minimal prime ideals containing J  
but contained in P } X= (say). 
                                                              
Now, XPJ ⊆)( . If XPJ ≠)( , then there exists Xx∈  such that  )(PJx∉ .    
Then φ=∩ )()[ PJx . So by Zorn’s lemma as in lemma 1 there exists a maximal 
filter )[xF ⊇  and disjoint to )(PJ . Hence by Theorem 4, F  is a prime filter as 

)(PJ  is semiprime. Therefore  FL − is a minimal prime ideal containing )(PJ . 
But FLx −∉  implies Xx∉  gives a contradiction. Hence ,{)( QXPJ ∩==  the 
minimal prime ideals containing J  but contained in P }.● 
 
An algebra 1,0*,,,; ∨∧= LL of type 0,0,1,2,2 is called a p-algebra if  

(i)    1,0*,,,; ∨∧L  is a bounded lattice, and  

(ii)   for all La∈ , there exists an *a  such that *ax ≤  if and only if 0=∧ ax . 
The element *a  is called the pseudo complement of a . 
     Let J  be an ideal of a lattice L  with 1. For an element La∈ , +a  is called the 
pseudo complement of a relative to J  if Jaa ∈∧ +  and for any Lb∈ , Jba ∈∧  
implies +≤ ab . L  is called a pseudo complemented lattice relative to J  if its 
every element has a pseudo complement relative to J . 
 
Theorem 11. For an ideal J of a lattice L  with 1, if L  is pseudo complemented 
relative to J , then J  must be a principal semi prime ideal.  
Proof. Let L  be pseudo complemented relative to J . Now for all La∈ , 

aa =∧1 . So the relative pseudo complement of 1 must be the largest element of 
J . Hence J  must be principal. Now suppose Lc,b,a ∈  with Jca,ba ∈∧∧ . 

Then +≤ ac,b , and so +≤∨ acb . Thus J)cb(a ∈∨∧ , and hence J  is semi 
prime.   ● 
 
An algebra 1,J,,,;LL +∨∧=  is called a p-algebra relative to J   if  

(i)    1,J,,;L ∨∧  is a  lattice with 1 and a principal semi prime ideal J , and  

(ii)   for all La∈ , there exists a pseudo complement +a  relative to J . 
 
 Suppose ](tJ = . An element La∈  is called a dense element relative to J  if 

ta =+ . 
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We denote the set of all dense elements relative to J  by )(LDJ . It is easy to check 
that )(LDJ  is a filter of L . 
 
Lemma 12.  Let ( )1,J,,,;LL +∨∧=  be a p-algebra relative to J  and P be a prime 
ideal of the lattice L containing J . Then the following conditions are equivalent. 

(i) P is  a minimal prime ideal containing J . 
(ii) Px∈  implies Px ∉+ . 
(iii) Px∈  implies Px ∈++ . 
(iv) φ=∩ )L(DP J . 

Proof. (i) implies (ii).  Let P  be minimal and let (ii) fail, that is, Pa ∈+ for some 
Pa∈ . Let [ )aPLD ∨−= )( . We claim that φ=∩ DJ . Indeed, if  DJj ∩∈ , 

then aqj ∧≥  for some PLq −∈ , which implies that Jaq ∈∧ , and so +≤ aq . 

Thus Pq∈  gives a contradiction. Then Da ∉+ , for otherwise DJaa ∩∈∧ + . 

Hence { } φ=∩=∩ ⊥+ JaDaD ]( . Then by Theorem 5, there exists a prime filter 

DF ⊇  and disjoint to +]a( . Hence FLQ −= is a prime ideal disjoint to D . 
Then PQ ⊆ , since ( ) φ=−∩ PLQ  and PQ ≠ , as Qa∉ , cotradicting the 
minimality of P . 
(ii) implies (iii). Indeed PJxx ⊆∈∧ +++  for any  Lx∈ ; thus if Px∈ , then by 

(ii), Px ∉+ , implying that Px ∈++ . 
(iii) implies (iv). If )(LDPa J∩∈  for some La∈ , then Pa ∉=++ 1 , a 
contradiction to (iii). Thus  φ=∩ )(LDP J . 
(iv) implies (i). If P  is not minimal prime ideal containing J , then PQ ⊂  for 

some prime ideal Q of L  containing J . let QPx −∈ . Then QJxx ⊆∈∧ +  and 

Qx∉ ; therefore PQx ⊂∈+ , which implies that Pxx ∈∨ + . But  

)(LDxx J∈∨ + ; thus we obtain )(LDPxx J∩∈∨ + , contradictiong (iv). ● 

A relative p-algebra 1,J,,,;LL +∨∧=  is called a relative S-algebra if 

1=∨ +++ aa . L  is said to be a relative D-algebra if for all Lb,a ∈ , 
+++ ∨=∧ baba )( . Of course every relative D-algebra is a relative S-algebra, but 

the following example due to [3] shows that the converse need not be true. 
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Here, L  is an S-algebra, but ( ) **** rqabpwcrq ∨=∨=≠==∧  shows that 
it is not a D-algebra. 
 
     Two prime ideals P  and Q  are called co-maximal if LQP =∨ .  
      Following result on 1-distributive lattices is due to [6]. 
 
Theorem 13.  Let L be a lattice with 1. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) L  is 1-distributive. 
(ii) Every maximal ideal is a prime ideal. 
(iii) Each 1≠a  of  L  is contained in a prime ideal.   ●    
 
Theorem 14. In a relative p -algebra )1,,,,;( JLL +∨∧=  where L  is 1-
distributive the following conditions are equivalent 
      (i)     L  is a relative S -algebra. 

(ii)    Any two distinct minimal prime ideals containing J are co-maximal. 
(iii) Every prime ideal containing J contains a unique minimal prime ideal 
containing J .        
(iv) For each prime ideal P  containing J , )(PJ  is a prime ideal . 

(v) For any Lyx ∈, , Jyx ∈∧ , implies 1=∨ ++ yx . 
Proof. (i) implies (ii). Suppose L  is a relative S -algebra. Let P  and Q  be two 
distinct minimal prime ideals containing J . Choose QPx −∈ . Then by Lemma 

12, Px ∉+  but Px ∈++ . Now QJxx ⊆∈∧ +  implies Qx ∈+ , as Q  is prime. 

Therefore, QPxx ∨∈∨= +++1 . Hence LQP =∨ . That is QP ,  are co-
maximal. 
(ii) implies (iii) is trivial.  
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(iii) implies (iv). By Theorem 11, J  is a semi ptrime ideal. So by Proposition 10, 
(iv) holds.  
(iv) implies (v). Suppose (iv) holds and yet (v) does not. Then there exists Lyx ∈,  

with Jyx ∈∧  but 1≠∨ ++ yx . Since L is 1-distributive, so by  Theorem 13(iii), 

there is prime ideal P  containing ++ ∨ yx . If ),(PJx∈  then  Jrx ∈∧  for 

some PLr −∈ . This implies Pxr ∈≤ +  gives a contradiction. Hence )(PJx∉ . 
Similarly )(PJy∉ . But by (iv), )(PJ  is prime, and so )(PJJyx ⊆∈∧  is 
contradictory. Thus (iv) imples (v). 
(v) implies (i). Since Jxx ∈∧ + , so by (v) 1=∨ +++ xx , and L  is an S -algebra 
relative to J .●  
 
A lattice L  with 0 is called 0-modular if for all Lz,y,x ∈  with xz ≤  and 

0=∧ yx  imply zzyx =∨∧ )( . Now we generalize the concept. Let J be an ideal 
of a lattice L . We define  L  to be modular with respect to J  if for all Lz,y,x ∈  
with xz ≤  and Jyx ∈∧  imply zzyx =∨∧ )( . 
We conclude the paper with the following result. 
 
Theorem 15. Let  1,J,,,:L +∨∧  be a relative P-algebra such that L  is both 
modular with respect J  and 1-distributive. If L  is a relative S-algebra, then it is a 
relative D- algebra. 
Proof. Suppose L  is an S-algebra and Lba ∈, . Now ++++++ ∨==∨ bbaa 1 . 

Thus ( ) ( ) ++++++++ ∨∨==∨∨ ababba 1 . Since L  is 1-distributive, so 

( ) 1=∧∨∨ ++++++ baba . Now Jaba ∈∧∧ +  and Jbba ∈∧∧ +  imply 

( )+++ ∧≤ bab,a , and so ( )+++ ∧≤∨ baba . Also, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Jbabababa ∈∧∧∧=∧∧∧ ++++++++ . Thus by J-modularity of L , 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] +++++++++++ ∨=∨∨∧∧∧=∧∧=∧ babababababa 1 , and so  
L  is a relative D- algebra. ● 
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